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The Nanoparticle Field Extraction Thruster (nanoFET) is an electric propulsion concept
that electrostatically charges and accelerates conductive nanoparticles to generate thrust.
Most of the design, modeling, and experimental work to date have involved a dielectric
liquid intended as the medium to suspend the conductive particles and transport them from
storage areas to particle extraction sites. This paper discusses the physics and performance
modeling approaches for nanoFET’s dielectric liquid configuration. Particle charging and
lift-off from the charging electrode are examined in the context of recent laboratory tests of
a microparticle emitter prototype. This paper also presents a nanoFET experiment
conducted by undergraduate students in microgravity conditions onboard a NASA C-9
aircraft. Data from this experiment confirmed the function of knife-edged orifices in
pinning liquid surfaces in microgravity. Limited measurements of threshold electric fields
for liquid surface instability agree well with theory suggesting an inverse relationship
between orifice size and the threshold electric field in microgravity.
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= applied electric field to liquid surface
= applied electric field in liquid
= minimum applied electric field in liquid to cause particle lift-off from charging electrode (subscripts:
horiz for horizontally orientated cylinders, vert for vertically orientated cylinders)
= gravitational acceleration at Earth’s surface
= specific impulse
= cylindrical particle length
= particle charge
= particle specific charge acquired at charging electrode (subscripts: sphere for spherical particles, horiz
for horizontally orientated cylinders, vert for vertically orientated cylinders)
= particle radius
= accelerating potential
= particle aspect ratio
= knife-edge wall angle
= surface tension coefficient
= characteristic length scale
= liquid permittivity
= specific charge ratio between a cylindrical particle’s vertical and horizontal orientations
= equilibrium contact angle
= liquid mass density
= particle mass density
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I.

Introduction

T

HE Nanoparticle Field Extraction Thruster (nanoFET) is an electrostatic thruster technology that utilizes
micro- and nanoparticle propellant while employing micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and
NEMS) to transport, charge, extract, and accelerate the particles.1 This highly integrated propulsion concept
provides the potential for a high efficiency, variable specific impulse engine type that can be flexibly scaled into
flat-panel arrays to enhance or enable a large range of space science and exploration missions.2

Figure 1. NanoFET concept in practice with microparticle emitter prototype. (Left) Cross-section schematic of
a single-emitter element for a multi-gate, dielectric liquid configuration. (a) Side view of a single-emitter element
on the microparticle emitter prototype prior to application of electrical bias to the grids. The 50-μm diameter
tungsten cylindrical particle is lying flat on the charging electrode. Silicone oil is at the level of the first grid. (b)
Electric fields from the biased grids charge the particle and cause it to rotate to a vertical position. Unlike in the
schematic, the prototype is operating at reverse polarity, resulting in a negatively charged particle. (c) The particle
is extracted through the liquid surface. A Taylor instability is forming on the liquid surface in the adjacent orifice
behind the particle. (d) The particle is ejected through the second grid. The Taylor instability has grown but is not
expelling liquid droplets.
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As shown in Figure 1, conductive particles are suspended in a low vapor pressure liquid, which is circulated and
transported to extraction zones through microfluidic channels. At the extraction zones, the particles are charged via
contact with an electrode that is immersed in the dielectric liquid. When particles acquire sufficient charge, they are
lifted off the electrode by an imposed electric field provided by the stacked gate structures consisting of alternating
conductive and dielectric layers. Particles are transported to the surface of the liquid reservoir by the electrostatic
force and must then overcome the surface tension force to be extracted from the liquid. Following extraction, the
particles are accelerated by the imposed electric fields to provide thrust. NanoFET can be potentially operated as a
self-neutralizing thruster by operating in AC mode or having sections of the thruster array operating at opposite
polarities.
In addition to the dielectric liquid configuration, conductive liquid and liquid-less approaches are also possible,
with laboratory proof-of-concept demonstrations already performed. These two alternative configurations are less
mature in their designs and are beyond the scope of this paper. All subsequent discussions are for the dielectric
liquid configuration using conductive particles.

II.

NanoFET Physics and Performance Models

Figure 2 shows the general approach for modeling NanoFET’s physics and performance as a thruster. The
nanoFET concept is appealing because of its potential for efficiently adjusting its propellant’s specific charge over a
wide range. This flexibility comes about because the propellant is electrostatically charged rather than ionized.
Utilizing Félici’s analytical work3 for particles contacting an electrode in a uniform electric field, the specific charge
acquired by spherical particles on nanoFET’s charging electrodes is

 2  l El 1
 q0 
=
r .

m sphere 2 s

(1)

For horizontally orientated cylindrical particles, the specific charge is
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For vertically orientated cylindrical particles modeled as prolate semi-ellipsoids with large aspect ratios, Félici’s
analysis gives the specific charge to be
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where the aspect ratio is defined as
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Thus, for a fixed liquid type, the specific charge can be readily controlled by adjusting the applied charging
electric field (i.e., different operating modes) or changing the particle geometry and material (i.e., different particle
storage reservoirs). Since a thruster’s specific impulse, as shown in Equation 5, scales with the square root of the
propellant’s specific charge, nanoFET can be viewed as a variable specific impulse engine.
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Figure 2. Top-level block diagram for the nanoFET performance model. Physics models associated with each
stage are being validated via ground-based testing utilizing laboratory prototypes as well as microgravity flight
testing.
While Tobazéon summarized the dynamics for isolated conductive particles in motion within a dielectric liquid
under uniform electric fields,4 inter-particle interactions must be taken into account for nanoFET. In particular,
space charge effects within the liquid layer5 would, for a given applied potential drop, decrease the acquired particle
charge and beam current density relative to Child-Langmuir expectations6.
Tests to validate nanoFET’s physics models are being conducted both in the laboratory and microgravity
environments. A first-generation microparticle emitter prototype is now operational along with diagnostics capable
of mapping particle behavior through all stages of emitter operation.7 Experiments are also being performed on
microgravity flights competitively selected via NASA’s Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities Program8 to
examine electrohydrodynamic behaviors and the interactions among particles, liquid, and emitter walls in a
microgravity environment. A discussion of recent results follows.
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III.

Particle Charging and Lift-Off

Recent particle extraction tests using a microparticle emitter prototype have been conducted alongside a Photron
FASTCAM-X high-speed imaging system. The ability to visualize particle dynamics at several thousands of frames
per second has identified interesting particle behavior during the charging and lift-off process from the charging
electrode.
A. Orientation of Cylindrical Particles
As observed in previous tests9, a cylindrical particle placed horizontally on the charging electrode would rotate
to a vertical orientation during the charging process due to asymmetric field focusing on the particle’s tips. During
the rotation process, the particle acquires a larger charge and consequently a greater electrostatic lifting force for a
given applied electric field, thus facilitating particle lift-off. From Félici (Reference 3), the minimum electric field
that must be applied in the liquid to cause a horizontally orientated cylinder to lift off the charging electrode in the
absence of particle rotation is
1

Elift, horiz

 r ( s  l ) g0  2
= 0.836 
 .
l


(6)

For a vertically orientated cylinder modeled as a prolate semi-ellipsoid, the minimum lift-off field is
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Thus, the ratio of minimum lift-off fields for a cylindrical particle in the vertical and horizontal orientations is
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which decreases with increasing aspect ratio. The above equations do not take into account the adhesion force
between the particle and the charging electrode. This force becomes more significant for smaller particle sizes.
As seen in Figure 3, there are instances during testing where the cylindrical particle has lifted off the charging
electrode before becoming fully vertical. Consequently, the particle does not achieve, for an applied electric field,
the charge state that would be expected if it lifted off vertically, and thruster efficiency is degraded.
Equations 2 and 3 provide the specific charge ratio between a vertically orientated cylindrical particle and its
horizontal orientation as



( q0 / m )vert

.
=
( q0 / m )horiz ln ( 4  )  1

(9)

For a given aspect ratio, the effective charging efficiency of the cylindrical particle thus ranges from -1
(horizontal orientation) to unity (vertical orientation) depending on the particle’s orientation when it lifts off the
charging electrode. As shown in Figure 3, the discrepancy in the acquired charge between the vertical and
horizontal orientations increases with the particle’s aspect ratio. While decreasing the applied electric field may
help delay particle lift-off until the particle is closer to a vertical orientation, the resulting decrease in acquired
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charge would be problematic during the particle extraction process. A potential solution is to structure the particle
delivery system such that cylindrical particles are kept in a vertical orientation while being charged.

1 



Figure 3. Behavior of cylindrical particles. (Left) Side view of two emitter elements on the microparticle emitter
prototype. Both 100-μm diameter tungsten cylindrical particles have lifted off the charging electrode prior to
achieving a vertical orientation. The two particles are at different orientations due to slight differences between
them from the manual fabrication process. (Right) Vertical-to-horizontal charge ratio as a function of the particle’s
aspect ratio.
B. Particle Size
Figure 4 shows that for a particle emission channel configuration where the gap-to-diameter ratio is unity (or
larger), as the case with the microparticle emitter prototype, the electric fields within the channel are uniform at the
charging electrode surface. As the top electrode is approached, radial electric fields increase, and the electric field
within the channel becomes non-uniform.

Figure 4. Particle emission channel with unity gap-to-diameter ratio. (Left) Cross-section view of emission
channel with axial electric fields normalized by the nominal gap electric field (i.e., gap potential drop divided by
gap distance). (Right) Side view of microparticle emitter prototype with unity gap-to-diameter configuration.
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For particles whose sizes are small compared to the gap distance, Equations 1-3 can be readily applied with the
liquid electric field being the nominal gap electric field assuming planar electrodes. However, reducing the distance
a particle must traverse prior to extraction is preferable to reduce thruster inefficiencies associated with viscous drag
and charge loss to the dielectric liquid. Large particles, especially long cylindrical particles, during the charging
process may therefore be in regions of the channel where the electric fields are no longer uniform. Consequently,
these particles would acquire different charge states than would be expected from just consideration of the nominal
gap electric field. Such a large particle resting on the channel centerline, where no radial fields exist, would acquire
a lower than expected charge. Studies are underway to evaluate the extent of this trade-off on thruster performance.

IV.

Microgravity Experiments

In cooperation with the University of Michigan’s Student Space Systems Fabrication Laboratory (S3FL), a
student-led organization dedicated to providing university students with practical space systems design-build-test
experiences,10 a nanoFET microgravity experiment was proposed by the undergraduate nanoBLUE team11 to
NASA’s Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities Program in late 2006. This experiment’s proposal was
competitively evaluated and accepted in December 2006 for a microgravity flight opportunity 12 onboard a C-9
aircraft. The primary experimental objectives were as follows:
• Determine the threshold electric fields at which liquid surface instabilities are excited in microgravity
for different liquid reservoir characteristic size scales.
• Demonstrate millimeter-scale spherical particle extraction in microgravity.
• Examine liquid-wall interactions for different reservoir configurations.
Two days of flight testing occurred over the Gulf of Mexico in May 2007, with about 30 flight parabolas each
day. Each parabola generated about 20 seconds of microgravity test time. Due to the flight team being
incapacitated by flight sickness on the second day, experiment data was only obtained for the first flight day.
Consequently, only limited flight data was collected, and particle extraction was not demonstrated by the nanoBLUE
experiment. A follow-up microgravity experiment is being proposed by the nanoBLUE team for flight in 2008.
A. Experiment Design
Figure 5 shows the nanoBLUE setup onboard the C-9 aircraft. High voltage was supplied to electrodes within
the test cells via a Glassman power supply controlled by a Keithley power supply generating a 0-10 VDC analog
signal. The Keithley power supply was controlled via a laptop computer running LabVIEW. The high voltage line
from the Glassman power supply connected to a high-voltage, single-pole double-throw relay that would connect to
the test cells when activated and to a high-power resistor when unpowered to discharge the test cells in between
tests. When a test cell was to be tested, it would be manually connected to the relay via the relay box housing
interface. Two video cameras were attached to a camera track to observe the test cells.

Figure 5. NanoBLUE experiment during integration onboard the C-9 aircraft. A video camera was also
mounted to the aircraft floor to document the experiment and flight team during flight.
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Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the nanoBLUE setup. AC power was supplied from the C-9 aircraft and
controlled with a master kill switch. The experiment’s structural chassis served as electrical ground and was directly
bolted to the cabin floor. Voltage levels were independently monitored via a flukemeter with a high-voltage stepdown probe. A discharge rod was included to ensure the experiment was fully discharged in between tests. All
exposed sides of the chassis, except the front area where the flight team had to connect the test cells to the relay box
housing, were covered with polycarbonate panels. These panels provided containment in the event of components
coming loose in microgravity and prevented flight team members from contacting the rest of the setup. Foam
padding was placed on the chassis’s exterior to protect flight team members in the event of loss of control during
microgravity periods. A HOBO accelerometer and datalogger was included to monitor the microgravity levels (less
than 0.05 G) during tests.

Figure 6. Block diagram of nanoBLUE experiment. A test cell array was implemented but not used during flight
testing. Each isolated test cell was tested by being manually connected to the single-pole double-throw (SPDT)
relay prior to activation of the master kill switch.
B. Test Cell Design
Because of concerns over acrylic potentially shattering and posing a safety hazard in microgravity, the test cells
were made from polycarbonate. As shown in Figure 7, the test cells had channels (1.5-cm deep in the flight test
cells) milled into polycarbonate blocks. To enable viewing of the test cells during testing, a clear Lexan faceplate
was sealed to each cell block. Grooves were milled into the bottom of the channels and the top plate to
accommodate high-voltage wire electrodes inserted and sealed through the back of the cell block. The electrodes
were kept away from the channel walls and the faceplate to minimize liquid climbing in the channels due to surface
charging when the test cell is electrified.
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Figure 7. Prototype test cell design. The actual flight test cells each had only two channels. (Left) Top view
showing knife-edged orifice integrated with left-most channel. (Center) Isometric view. The front faceplate and top
plate are not shown. (Right) Schematic showing implementation of electrodes in the test cell. Electrodes consist of
partly stripped high-voltage wire inserted and sealed through the back of the test cell block.
Figure 8 contains images taken of a passive piggyback test cell flown on another S3FL microgravity experiment
in March 2007. With just smooth channel walls, the liquid surface does not remain level during microgravity, thus
making observations of liquid surface instabilities difficult.

Figure 8. Liquid behavior in smooth-walled channels. The test cell shown is not electrified. (Left) Initial liquid
levels (marked by red) prior to microgravity. (Right) Liquid has crawled up the channel walls and is forming into a
large bubble in each channel.
Previous microgravity fluidics experiments have implemented a knife-edged orifice to pin the liquid surface
during microgravity.13 A similar concept is used in microfluidics to set up unidirectional valves for low (less than
unity) Bond number systems that are dominated by surface tension effects.14 For the knife-edge configuration
shown in Figure 9, a test cell that is not electrified will have a pinned liquid surface in microgravity if

 < 90   c .

(10)

For silicone oil, its equilibrium contact angle with polycarbonate is 6.2°.15 Thus, a knife-edged orifice with a
wall angle less than 83.8° is sufficient to pin the liquid surface in microgravity. For the nanoBLUE test cells, knifeedged orifices were implemented by drilling differently sized chamfered holes (35° wall angle) through Lexan
shelves spanning the 2-cm-wide channels. These shelves were mounted in guides machined along the channel walls
(see Figure 9). 350-cSt silicone oil was filled up to the knife-edged orifice (0.75 cm above the bottom electrode) in
each test channel, and the test cells were sealed prior to flight. This configuration meant that liquid surface
instabilities were isolated to the region of the knife-edged orifice, a situation that aided focusing of the video
cameras to observe test cell behavior. As shown in Figure 9, the nanoBLUE flight confirmed the use of knife-edged
orifices to pin liquid surfaces in microgravity.
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Figure 9. Knife-edged orifice implementation. (Left) Cross-section schematic of knife-edged orifice with wall
angle . (Right) NanoBLUE test cell during microgravity. The left channel is electrified with visible Taylor cone
formation. The right channel is not electrified, and the liquid surface stays pinned at the knife-edge.
C. Flight Test Results
Using the analytical approach by Tonks16 but neglecting gravitational forces, the minimum electric field to
instigate liquid surface instability in the test channels during microgravity is derived as
1

 2
E0 = 4  surf  ,


(11)

0

where the coefficient is chosen so that the characteristic length scale  can be equated to the orifice diameter.

Figure 10. NanoBLUE flight data comparison to theory (Equation 11 with the orifice diameter set as the
characteristic length scale) for the onset of liquid surface instabilities in microgravity. When the test cells are
electrified, liquid begins to climb over the knife-edged orifice prior to the onset of observable surface instabilities.
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Figure 10 shows that the limited flight data agrees well with theory. Two additional orifice diameters (2 mm and
5 mm) were present in flight. However, due to safety concerns about air breakdown in the test cells during flight,
the maximum applied electric field to the liquid surface was 2.2 V/μm. The absence in flight of observable liquid
surface instabilities below this maximum applied electric field for these two smaller orifices can be viewed as
support (albeit not definitive) for the theoretical model. Equation 11 indicates that as the orifice diameter decreases,
increasing electric fields are required to generate liquid surface instabilities. Thus, for a given particle extraction
electric field acting on the liquid surface in the nanoFET system, liquid instabilities (and the potential for Taylor
cone formation and ejection of colloids that would decrease nanoFET’s thrust precision) become more difficult to
excite with smaller emission channel diameters.
During flight, liquid was consistently observed to climb over the knife-edged orifices at an applied electric field
below the threshold for observable liquid surface instabilities. The required electric field for liquid climbing also
follows an increasing trend with decreasing orifice diameters. Since such liquid escape from the emission channels
is undesirable due to the potential for liquid loss from the nanoFET system, particle extraction electric fields should
be below this threshold for liquid climbing.

V.

Conclusion

NanoFET physics and performance models are being validated and refined via ongoing laboratory and
microgravity experiments. Together, they are improving the understanding of the fundamental physics governing
nanoFET operation, defining the design trade space for the nanoFET system, and identifying potential performance
limitations to be addressed.
A brief discussion of particle charging and lift-off behavior was presented earlier. Upcoming tests with the
microparticle emitter prototype will more rigorously examine the issues raised. Additional tests of particle
extraction will make use of the high-speed imaging system to visualize particle behavior and record the respective
dynamics.
Despite limited data collected during flight, the nanoBLUE experiment has raised awareness of design
considerations that must be addressed to move the nanoFET concept from a terrestrial setting to a microgravity
environment for space applications. Lessons learned from the nanoBLUE experiment are being applied to an
updated flight proposal for next year. Performing these microgravity experiments provides risk mitigation for the
nanoFET design, and they are also an effective way to interest a younger generation of students in the field of
electric propulsion!
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